HIGHWAY STRIPING EQUIPMENT

™
SAFE, EASY, FAST!

The SIDE WINDER™ has been used for 3 years, by one of the
largest pavement marking contractors in the USA, with exceptional
feedback. Millions of feet of temporary tape removed.



With industry focus on SAFETY, the SIDE WINDER™ reduces traffic disruptions and
requires less people on the street vs. manual tape removal methods.

 

- All things being equal, the SIDE WINDER™ requires less labor to remove
tape vs. manually removing tape.
- Reduces workers fatigue and increases productivity on every job.
- Fewer job related injuries due to tape removal.



  

  
  
 

The SIDE WINDER™ has transformed a difficult, messy manual task into an EASY and
efficient process.
- Patented EZ FLIP™ Swivel Arm pivots from side to side in seconds.
- Less physically demanding than manual tape removal.
- Fewer steps required from tape removal to disposal.
- Removal process creates neatly wrapped tape rolls vs. piles of tape. Up to 440 linear feet of 6”
tape, OR 650 linear feet of 4”, can be wound on a core.
- Tape waste rolls save space on support vehicles.
- Easy onsite loading of tape waste rolls make disposal efficient.

The SIDE WINDER™ offers the most functional, FAST and versatile tape removing
machine that the pavement marking industry has ever seen.
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- Remove tape faster and safer than pulling by hand.
- Reduction of required man hours for tape removal.
- Shortens traffic delays compared to manual tape removal.
- Job completion time is exponentially reduced.

Distributed by:

EPIC Solutions is comitted to being technology leaders in the highway construction,
roadway maintenance, and related industries. We build high quality machines to fill a
need, that are safe and improve efficiency. Developed and road tested with the
participation of industry experts, these products will perform for you.

2811 Fiechtner Drive

Fargo, ND

   

701 277-9017

www.epicsolutions.us
Fax: 701 277-7073

sales@epicsolutions.us

